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The past year has sped by and the time to reflect is upon us.
2014 has been turbulent with issues ranging from the global economic
slowdown, an election year in South Africa and political changes in other
southern African countries, to local business disruptions and interruptions.
Despite all of this our focus has remained on ensuring that we continue to
satisfy our customers’ needs to ensure the sustainability and growth of the
company.
The ways in which this has been achieved are well illustrated in the articles
included in this CargoComms. Improving efficiencies through technical and
IT innovation enhance our business but can only be achieved through our
people. Having and retaining well trained, competent people who display the
Cargo Carriers values is the key and there has been a consistent focus on
people development.
This process is ongoing and is long-term, as is our transformation through
empowerment. The company’s focus on training and the creation of Black
owned businesses is a positive route to realising true empowerment.
The skills and principles learned in the past year will be taken into the future to
enable the Cargo Carriers group to remain vibrant and the preferred company
for both customers and staff.
We say goodbye to 2014 and wish all our staff, customers, and suppliers a
happy and safe festive season.

OPERATIONS

CHEMICALS & FUEL

Senmin Cargo Carriers and GRW lead the way
South Africa is well-known for a diverse wealth of minerals and
the mines are places of employment for hundreds of thousands
of mineworkers from all over Africa and many international
experts are also employed by South African mining companies.
Safety within the Mining Industry is of paramount importance and
significant achievements have been made in improving safety
within our Mining Industry over the last number of years.
Danger is inherent to mining and therefore safety requirements
are stringent. Just as stringent in the chemical industry for
obvious reasons. In mining, beneficiation is one of a variety of
processes that takes ore from mining and separates it into the
desirable mineral and gangue (the undesirable part of the ore).
Various chemicals are used to extract gold, platinum, copper, and
zinc through this process, and the manufacture and distribution
of these chemicals comes with its own set of safety issues – not
least when delivering to mines!
Tying the mining industry and the mining chemical industry
together is logistics – ensuring that the chemicals are delivered
to the mines on time and discharged safely is supply chain
optimisation. Liquid chemicals are delivered to the mines in
tankers and the chemicals have to be bottom discharged. To do
this a manhole, situated at the top of the tanker, needs to be
opened so as to allow air inflow from the top, which in turn allows
product to be discharged through the bottom of the tank. If this
does not happen, the tank will crumple like a Coke tin – there are
tremendous pressures and dangers. It is standard procedure in
the industry for drivers to climb onto the top of the tanker using
a ladder and to physically open the manhole, then to visually
monitor the discharge from the top, ensuring that the tanker is
empty before departing.

The mines however, have started to put pressure on chemical
companies to come up with solutions that eliminate the safety
risk to the driver of climbing on top of the tanker. Senmin, along
with Cargo Carriers and tanker manufacturer, GRW, rose to
the challenge. Together, in an 18-month workshop process,
they developed a pneumatic valve – to open the manhole from
the bottom of the tank; along with a Perspex “spyglass” on the
discharge pipe, ensuring that no product remains inside the
tanker. When considering Perspex as the right material for the
spyglass, numerous tests were conducted in order to establish
whether the Perspex would deteriorate or discolour over time
given its interaction with corrosive chemicals – the result – a
Perspex spyglass was the suitable option. It is this kind of onthe-ground innovation and dedication to safety as a value-add
that sets us apart. These two innovative solutions are a first in
South Africa for liquid tankers.
This innovation is the result of a strategic partnership between
Cargo Carriers and Senmin that has endured over many years
and is based on synergistic values of innovation and expansion. It
is a partnership that understands the hazards that lie in chemical
manufacture and logistics, and act in concert to minimise the
risks.
Cargo Carriers has earmarked SHEQ superiority as a game
changer in the chemical, mining and fuel industries. We have
to go beyond client expectations if we are to gain market share
in these industries. Innovation and a dedication to consistent
standards are key to our ability to offer flexible, custom built and
value generating solutions.

Game changing innovation in the

fuel industry

Sitanani Carriers, an empowered Joint Venture between Cargo Carriers and Caltex Mpumalanga Branded Marketer, is
leading the field, driven by technology allowing for higher levels of safety and productivity.
In the fuel transport industry conventional thinking is that the only way innovation can ignite performance is through SHEQ and high
safety standards.
Sitanani Carriers, rose to the challenge with two first-to-market innovations.
The Sitanani fleet comprises of newly designed, specialised trailing equipment. The tankers are compartmented, and each
compartment is fitted with its own electronic dipstick measuring system which also includes a temperature compensation function.
This gives Sitanani Carriers the flexibility to use the vehicle as a standard direct discharge vehicle or a metered vehicle. It also
combines the various advantages of Sealed Parcel Delivery (SPD) vehicles with the accuracy and security of a metered unit. These
advantages include an increased flow rate of ±1000 L/min compared to conventional metered flow rates of between 300 and 500
litres per minute, reduced probabilities of contaminations, reduced chance of overfills (which pose a very large safety hazard) and
discharge flexibility. Because the tanker can discharge three compartments simultaneously each at higher flow rates, delivery times
are greatly improved which in turn improves delivery performance and capital utilization.
Sitanani Carriers enquired with tanker manufacturer (GRW Engineering) for a tanker that would suit the needs of the company in
terms of improved theft monitoring, reduced turnaround time, improved load factor, reduced product contamination risk, improved
delivery quantity measurement accuracy and improved safety. GRW proposed a solution that they believed would address the
various challenges that Sitanani have encountered in their operation. This technology is new to South Africa and Sitanani was eager
to be part of the trials for these vehicles and to be the first to test the new tanker.
To arrive at this solution GRW investigated and assessed all the various types of equipment and measuring and monitoring solutions
available in the global market and concluded that the electronic dipstick system provided the most visibility in terms of the fuel
transport process. This relates directly to better control over the integrity of the load. GRW has partnered with BARTEC who have
developed this dipstick measurement technology, and now have a sole supply agreement to distribute this technology locally.
With this new technology every litre of fuel that is loaded into each of the tanker compartments is measured by temperature
compensated electronic dipstick meters on the tanker itself during the loading process and can be compared to the meter reading
from the loading gantry to ensure complete accuracy and verification. The metering system on the tanker is also linked to a GPRS
modem that sends all the data concerned with loading events, discharge events and valve position monitoring to the administration
office for processing and monitoring by management personnel. Before this technology was installed the only proof of actual product
volume loaded was the load sheet provided by the third party depot operator. In the absence of a second independent verification it
was very difficult to pinpoint a reason for a loss of product.
This is new technology on the market, and Sitanani Carriers are the first to equip their vehicles with this technology locally. This,
along with the SPD tankers, means increase in flexibility, decrease in delivery time, and reduced loss of product due to theft or fraud,
increasing our productivity.
Aside from increased productivity, these innovations also increase safety for the vehicle operators. Electronic dipstick meters are
placed in the compartments and further fuel presence sensors in the discharge/charge pipe (wet leg sensors), therefore drivers no
longer have to climb to the top of the tanker to make sure the tanker including piping is completely empty after discharging and before
loading.
By partnering with Caltex Mpumalanga Branded Marketer on this project, Cargo Carriers once again shows its dedication to providing
innovative supply chain solutions.

Prototype vehicle

POWDERS
EMPOWERMENT
Adding value through enterprise development in the transport
and logistics industry
B-BBEE is a controversial subject. Almost no-one is neutral on
the subject. In a refreshing example Cargo Carriers and Lafarge
have concluded a deal which supports the real spirit of the concept
and innovative thinking is at the heart of the solution. In a logistics
industry where optimisation, high levels of SHEQ and critical mass
are required to manage productivity up and costs and risk down,
these two organisations have found a way to create a safe and
value creating solution.
Since 2003, Cargo Carriers have introduced owner drivers to
contracts where opportunities presented themselves to create
enterprises that could flourish under their guidance. And this
guidance is by no mean paternalistic. Cargo Carriers source
the business opportunity, provide the benefits of management
systems that they use in their own business, and then allow these
businesses to flourish with mentorship and training to a point
where they are self-sufficient.
Thus the Lafarge owner drivers are not subject to the same risks
and failure rates as stand-alone new businesses. Discussions
about the most recent of these Owner Driver Schemes started in
2012, where there was an opportunity to develop an empowered
enterprise to provide a transport service to Lafarge resulting from
an increase in volume of their bagged cement products in the Free
State, Northern Cape, and North West Province. As an existing
customer of Cargo Carriers they approached the company to help
them set up an Enterprise Development initiative.
This is a slightly different version of our Owner Driver scheme
as previously Owner Drivers were contracted directly to Cargo
Carriers with a service agreement. In this instance the Owner
Drivers are contracted directly to Lafarge and Lafarge assumes
the benefits and responsibilities under the B-BBEE codes.
Cargo Carriers appointed the Owner Drivers from within their
ranks to ensure that the drivers had the right qualifications. The
drivers also underwent intensive training covering contractual
issues, operating parameters, accounting matters, budgeting
principles, business management and communication. One of the
key conditions for participating in the scheme is the requirement
to comply at all times with the rigorous Lafarge South Africa safety
standards for driving and maintenance of the vehicles.
To further enhance the B-BBEE achievement, the Owner Drivers
broadened their ownership credentials by partnering with Black
females. This structuring allows Lafarge to now claim at three
different B-BBEE levels – at the overall level, at the EME/QSE
level, and at a black female shareholding level. This example of
cooperation between Lafarge, Cargo Carriers and the team of
owner drivers has no losers.
We believe our Owner Driver Scheme is a win-win initiative. It is
about a continuing partnership; where the drivers are empowered
to determine their own success and future, while at the same time
leading to increased productivity and enhanced service levels.
With the Owner Driver Scheme and its evolution to suit the specific
needs of Lafarge, Cargo Carriers proves that providing innovative
supply chain solutions can go beyond the obvious areas of
application such as performance and safety, to deliver value to
their customers in other areas such as B-BBEE solutions within
the transport and logistics industry. This is what happens when
innovation meets B-BBEE. The results are truly transformative.
.

John Sprenger - Owner Driver Manager with 4 of the Owner
Drivers contracted to Lafarge

Adding value
through enterprise
development in
the transport and
logistics industry

Innovative Software

SOLUTIONS

e-POD drives logistics efficiencies
Cargo Carriers IT Division’s new offering revolutionises transportation in Africa. Working in
partnership DSG and Nimbus Solutions, Cargo Carriers technology division has introduced
an integrated handheld e-POD (electronic proof of delivery) service – and it’s opening the
continent to remote fleet and delivery control.
A fully integrated web-based tool, e-POD enables total visibility across the supply chain
for fleet managers and subscribed customers alike. Beyond near-real time online tracking,
e-POD cuts debtor delays by transmitting signed proof of delivery the moment goods are
delivered.
The system has obvious benefits, but also verifies the order and times of delivery, thus
improving management control. Apart from eliminating the expensive paper trail, fewer goods
are likely to be lost in transit, and of course debtor queries and debtor days outstanding are
considerably reduced.
e-POD is both customisable and scalable. It utilises the latest mobile technology from DSG
and Nimbus Solutions. It gives fleet managers complete control of their vehicles, staff,
containers and trailers. Details such as vehicle position and routes, shipment progress and
driver tasks can be checked in real time.
Live updates on transactions can be viewed by subscribed customers via a dedicated
website. Customers can also be notified of updates via SMS.
Cargo Carriers IT Manager Stuart McIlwraith says, “e-POD can be used in any industry – but
we believe it has particular merit in the fuel, gas, powders, steel and chemical industries. We
piloted the handheld device through our joint venture, Uzuko Carriers’ fleet in the Eastern
Cape, and we’ve enjoyed huge success in terms of driving up productivity and generating
new efficiencies. The client of course has managed to drive down his debtors book, and is
delighted. Having the technology in place is already positioning us to win new contracts.”
“By adapting technology that has proved successful in the courier industry, we are now in a
position to improve turnaround times and speed up invoicing, helping our clients to get their
cash flows up and reduce their working capital,” says McIlwraith.
“Productivity is also improved because vehicle utilisation is enhanced and fleet managers
can call ahead to prepare load recipients for final delivery.”
An all-in-one solution, e-POD provides shipment status notifications, sign on-screen
technology and pull-reports via its click-through dashboard. It’s a powerful delivery
management solution that fully automates delivery operation, customer service reporting
and accurate billing operations to improve service levels, streamline administration, and
present indisputable documentation to customers for on-time payment.
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INSIDE CARGO

If you want to get a job done properly…

The skills shortage is a major handbrake on
business growth, but companies are realising that
the best way to counter it is to take responsibility
for training and skills development.
The revised B-BBEE codes announced by government last year
have made skills development one of the focus areas for South
African companies, if they wish to remain compliant. In effect, the
revised codes amount to official acknowledgement of a policy
that many companies have already recognised as vital to longterm sustainability and expansion. Shortage of skills is perhaps
the most important factor holding back growth countrywide, and
the most effective solution is for companies themselves to invest
in training and skills development directly.
That’s why Cargo Carriers is really enforcing training and skills
development. There is most certainly a shortage of qualified
diesel mechanics and when you do find them, they come at a
very high cost. So the apprenticeships that we are funding can
only prove fruitful for us in the future.

In the management area, it’s a business-sustainability issue. It’s
about managing a growing business, bringing people up from
base-level so they really understand the culture of the company.
We currently employ eight trainee managers. They all have a
tertiary education, whether it’s a transport diploma or even a
degree in logistics or supply chain. These trainee managers
undergo training in every aspect of the business: marketing
and sales, operations, technical, admin and finance. In 2012,
the first management trainee (enrolled in 2010) completed her
training, and was placed within the group.
The third programme is a 24-month audit learnership programme
in conjunction with the Institute of Internal Auditors, to offer
employees the relevant training within the internal audit and risk
function.
It’s about producing managers with Cargo Carriers in their blood.
As Cargo Carriers, among other large companies, is proving, it is
futile for companies to sit back and wait for the education system
to produce the required skills on their own – the backlog is simply
too great. A proactive approach to skills development in every
area of company activity is required.

Upskilling
Our People
Our service levels, innovation and expertise are our strengths
as a business and we are committed to internal advancement
of our staff.
Earlier this year Cargo Carriers engaged CBM Training to conduct
a Development Programme to meet our specific training needs.

Left to right: Cassie Lubbe; JG Pansegrouw; Murray Bolton; Frans
Neethling; Claudine Lottering; Tyrone Sebastian

This programme is focused on building the foundation of
management & leadership capability as well as helping
contract managers and contract controllers perform better in their
current roles and prepare those candidates with capability for
entering the next management level.
The first group of Contract Managers and Controllers participated
in the Introductory Management Program facilitated by CBM
Training. The second group will undergo training next year. Well
done to all our participants!
The Group continues to focus on the development of its greatest
asset, its employees
Left to right: Pauline Legodi; Rudi Coetzee; Nico Gerber; Claudine
Lottering; Frans Neethling; Tyrone Sebastian

ABSOLUTE
INTEGRITY

OUR VALUES
OUR PEOPLE

COMPETENCE

In any business, having committed people who
live and lead by example is an asset that money
simply cannot buy.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Having a firm commitment throughout the business
to strong values is not something we do because
marketing demands it. Or because management
says we should have them. Or because we think it’s
what our client’s want to hear.

COMMITMENT
MUTUAL

Having a strong company culture based on our
seven values is simply the way we want to do
business, creating a company that we can be
proud of, and one that our clients really want to do
business with, now and in the future.

RESPECT

We embarked on a 7 week values campaign
inviting staff to participate and to live these values
in our everyday work environment. Apart from
living the values, staff could nominate a colleague
who proactively displayed the core values.

INNOVATION

LOYALTY

Our values
Absolute Integrity – To act with honesty in our daily
tasks without compromising the truth.
Competence - To apply required knowledge and
skills in order to carry out duties successfully.
Accountability – To take responsibility and be
responsible for the successful completion of tasks
assigned.

Congratulations to all the winners of our internal values competition.
It was wonderful to see that not only do we have incredible people
that live these values every day, but also that your peers recognise
you for your efforts.
Week 1 : Absolute Integrity

Commitment - Dedication to the successful
completion of tasks and responsibilities.

Bhekinkosi Goodwill Dlamini

Swaziland Big Bend

Winner – Draw

Ralton Mentoor

Uzuko Carriers EL

Nominated

Mutual Respect -.Proper regard for one another’s
dignity and feelings

Week 2 : Competence
Teboho Abram Hlalele

J&G Lesotho

Winner – Draw

Innovation – This is accomplished through
more effective products, processes, services,
technologies, or ideas.

Craig McIntosh

Sasolburg

Nominated

Margaret Tsabedze

Swaziland Big Bend

Winner – Draw

Daphne Manxanga

Sasolburg

Nominated

Nonceba Magountsu

Head Office

Winner – Draw

Michelle van Wyk

Bloemfontein

Nominated

Chantal Lehman

Naledi

Winner – Draw

John Rakgetsi

Vanderbijl Park

Nominated

Cape Town
Heavy Hauliers
Zimbabwe

Winner – Draw

Vanessa Webber

Sasolburg

Winner – Draw

Muzi Shioneonyane

Swaziland Big Bend

Nominated

Loyalty - Being committed and faithful to the
company and your colleagues.

Week 3 : Accountability

Week 4 : Commitment

Week 5 : Mutual Respect

Week 6 : Innovation
Tracy Julius
Clever Chengeta

Nominated

Week 7 : Loyalty

Our values also support the achievement of our client promise – ‘to
deliver supply chain and transport logistic solutions that give our
customers a competitive edge.’

CANSA SHAVATHON WEEK:
SHAVE | SPRAY | WRAP...

UBUNTU

CANSA Shavathon is one of South Africa’s best-loved events in support of a very worthy cause, namely showing solidarity to those
affected by cancer.
Shaving or spraying your head has become a symbolic gesture in support of cancer survivors so whether you shave or spray your
head - your support is invaluable.

BOWLED OVER (again)
Cargo Sasolburg vs Senmin : Ten Pin Bowling Evening - Emerald Casino 16 October 2014
When a relationship is measured by every smile, laugh, memory made and an awesome team spirit, it is a good one.
A wonderful evening filled with action, laughs, team spirit and warm heartedness was had by all.
Cargo brought home the trophy for the third time running. “GO TEAM CARGO!”

ON THE
GREEN
Royal Johannesburg Kensington
Golf Club – April 2014
WHETHER YOU WERE PUTTING
FOR A BIRDY - AIMING FOR THE
BIRDIES IN THE TREES - OR
DRIVING THE FAIRWAYS - A FUN
FILLED DAY WAS HAD BY ALL
The Cargo Carriers 2014 Annual
Golf Day took place at the pristine
Royal Johannesburg Kensington Golf
Club on Thursday, 10th April 2014.
(Customers from afar field as Standerton
made sure that this was a day not to be
missed)
Herman Eksteen (Senmin); Barney Steyn (NCP); Garth Bolton; Kelvin
Keenan (BME)

Frans Labuschagne (Senmin); Patrick Dicks
(Senmin); Tiaan Pelser (Senmin); Murray Bolton

John Sprenger; Andre Heyl (Sephaku); Derick Fourie
(Sephaku); Wouter Loots (Sephaku)

Jan Lombaard (NCP); Danie Marais (NCP); Christo Hatting
(ArcelorMittal); Jabulani Mthembu (Sasol)

Darren Lee Oosthuizen (Lafarge); Jooste Coetzee (ArcelorMittal);
Johnny Abbott; Umesh Chhika (BME)

And the Directors
Attendance
Trophy goes to ….
The Annual Cargo Carriers / Senmin Golf day
was held on the 1st November at the Parys Golf
& Country Club. The day started off a bit grey
and rainy, but opened up to a wonderful day.
This annual event once again saw Senmin
claiming the Directors Attendance Trophy –
better luck next year team Cargo Carriers.

CARGO STALWARTS

LONG SERVICE AWARDS

We congratulate and thank staff for their service and commitment to Cargo Carriers.
10 YEARS
Ronald Bresser Afrox Naledi

Johan Myburgh Simunye

Johannes Ndzimandze Mhlume

Michael Fourie Vanderbijlpark

Maggie Gouws Head Office

Elliot Sinisela Mhlume

Wimpie Kruger Vanderbijlpark

Justice Byrnes Simunye

Isaac Chocho Vanderbijlpark

Nerisha Naidoo Head Office

Phineas Dlamini Big Bend

35 YEARS

Stephen Moholola Sasolburg

Sipho Dlamini Mhlume

Tom Mennie- Head Office

Mahlathe Malindi Sasolburg

Giddion Mupange Zimbabwe

Moshweshwe Mokoena Sasolburg

20 YEARS

Baleni Mndebele Sasolburg

Andreas Dlamini Big Bend

Jayivile Magopheni Cape Town

Joseph Tlali Lesotho

Mohacka Makechane Bloemfontein

Malefetsane Selometsi
Bloemfontein

Lerato Taule Bloemfontein
15 YEARS
Stuart McIlwraith Head Office
Larry Michaels Head Office

William Vilane Big Bend
Amos Makhamba Vanderbijlpark
30 YEARS

Piet Potgieter Vanderbijlpark

Moses Pillay Sasolburg

Helgard van der Westhuizen
Vanderbijlpark

Elmon Magagula Mhlume

Neverton Hlatshwayo Sasolburg

In value-creating supply chains,
the shortest distance is hardly ever a straight line

